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LAW AND MARRIAGE IN MEDIEVAL
AND EARLY MODERN TIMES

Proceedings of the Eighth Carlsberg Academy
Conference on Medieval Legal History 2011

Edited by Per Andersen (Aarhus U.) et al.

This editied volume contains the proceedings of a con-

ference entitled "Law and Marriage in Medieval and

Early Modern Times" held in May 2011 at the Carls-

berg Academy in Copenhagen. The book includes 

articles from an international group of scholars on var-

ious aspects of marriage viewed from a legal perspec-

tive, as well as from a theological and historical

perspective.

308pp | 2012 | Disc. Price $40.00
978 87 574 2689 2 | p/b | $50.00
DJØF Publishing

HOW NORDIC ARE THE 
NORDIC MEDIEVAL LAWS - 

TEN YEARS LATER
Proceedings of the 10th Carlsberg Academy
Conference on Medieval Legal History 2013

Edited by Per Andersen (Aarhus U.) et al.

The theme of the 2013 Carlsberg conference was a re-

turn to the subject first raised at the 2003 Carlsberg

conference, ‘Nordic medieval laws as seen in a Euro-

pean context’. Over these past ten years the interpreta-

tion of medieval Nordic laws has changed from a

Nordic perspective to a more common European per-

spective. Thus, the traditional Nordic specific interpre-

tation has been revised. Nordic medieval laws are now

seen to be a part of a common European tradition.This

volume sums up the current research on the issue.

260pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $33.60 
978 87 574 3225 1 | p/b | $42.00
DJØF Publishing
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THE RECONCILIATION OF THE 
FUNDAMENTALS OF ISLAMIC LAW
Al-Muwafaqat fi Usul al-Shari'a, Volume II
By Ibrahim Ibn Al-Shatibi / Translated by Imran Ahsan Khan
Nyazee (Emeritus, International Islamic U., Islamabad)

The Reconciliation of the Fundamentals of Islamic Law, or

Al-Muwāfaqāt fī Usūl al-Sharī‘a, represents a major innova-

tion in Islamic jurisprudence. In it, for the first time, the codi-

fication of the maqāṣid, or objectives of the sharī‘a, was

undertaken. It was first published in Tunis in 1884. 

INIURIA AND THE COMMON LAW
Edited by Eric Descheemaeker (U. of Edinburgh) and 
Helen Scott (U. of Cape Town)

The delict of iniuria is among the most sophisticated products of

the Roman legal tradition. The original focus of the delict was

assault, although iniuria, literally a wrong or unlawful act, indi-

cated a very wide potential scope. Addressing a series of doctri-

nal puzzles within the law of assault, defamation, and breach of

privacy, the book considers in what respects the Roman delict of

iniuria overlaps with its modern counterparts in England, Scotland, and South Africa.

It also explores the differences and similarities between the analytical frameworks

employed in the ancient and modern law, as well as the degree to which the Roman

proto-delict points the way to future develop-

ments in each of these three legal systems.

THE BYZANTINE IMPERIAL ACTS 
TO VENICE, PISA AND GENOA, 
10TH - 12TH CENTURIES 
A Comparative Legal Study
By Dafni Penna (Rijksuniversity of Groningen)

For some 1,000 years, the Southeastern part of Europe was under

the sway of the Eastern Roman Empire. A watershed in the his-

tory of Byzantium was the legislation of the Emperor Justinian in

the 6th century. Under his reign, a codification of Roman law was

achieved. During the 10th, 11th, and 12th centuries,

the Byzantine emperors issued privilege acts to the

Italian city-republics of Venice, Pisa, and Genoa.

This doctoral thesis examines these Byzantine im-

perial acts from a legal perspective.

THE JURISDICTION OF THE PONTIFF IN
THE ROMAN REPUBLIC: A THIRD 
DIMENSION
By Jan Hendrik Valgaeren 

In academic research, the pontiff of the Roman Republic has

largely been a two-dimensional figure, created by Historians

and Romanists. In this book the author, a graduate in both law

and history, adds a fascinating third dimension.Taking the pon-

tiff's jurisdiction, (the supervision of civil litigation), as his starting point, the author

demonstrates that it was only around 200 BC — and not earlier — that, as part of the

radical reforms following the Second Punic war,

jurisdiction was transferred from the pontiff to

the praetor. 

164pp | 2012 | Disc. Price $24.00
978 90 5850 918 5 | p/b | $30.00
Wolf Legal Publishers

276pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $80.00 
978 1 84946 503 8 | h/b | $100.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

362pp | 2012 | Disc. Price $74.00
978 94 90947 77 4 | p/b | $92.50
Eleven International Publishing

ORIGINS OF MODERN LAW 

Volume II
352pp | h/b 2014 | p/b forthcoming April 2015 
978 1 85964 371 6 | p/b | $75.00 | Disc. Price $60.00
978 1 85964 372 3 | h/b | $34.95 | Disc. Price $28.00
Volume I
320pp | 2014 reprint
978 1 85964 333 4 | h/b | $74.95 | Disc. Price $60.00 
978 1 85964 334 1 | p/b | $34.95 | Disc. Price $28.00
Ithaca Press
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F.A. MANN
A Memoir

By Geoffrey Lewis

Francis (F.A.) Mann was among the most brilliant of

an exceptional group of German-Jewish émigrés who

came to Britain in the 1930s to escape persecution in

Hitler's Germany. Born and educated in Germany,

Mann was to become one of Britain's most distin-

guished international lawyers: a scholar of English,

German, and international law; a practitioner admired

for his skill and tenacity; and the author of countless

books and articles on international and domestic law

whose views were very much shaped by his personal

experiences and who, in turn, helped to shape interna-

tional law in the 20th century. 

LEGAL BIOGRAPHY

ALF ROSS
A Life
By Jens Evald 

Alf Ross (1899-1979) was a well-known Danish legal and

moral philosopher, a scholar of international law, and one of

the founding fathers of the so-called ‘Scandinavian legal 

realism’ of Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Ross had to go

through hardship, both in his personal and professional life,

before he became an internationally recognized

legal scholar and philosopher. This work is the story

of his struggle towards distinction. 
374pp | 2000 | Disc. Price $64.00
978 87 574 2786 8 | p/b | $80.00
DJØF Publishing

170pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $36.00
978 1 84946 563 2 | h/b | $45.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

RE-INTERPRETING BLACKSTONE'S 
COMMENTARIES
A Seminal Text in National and International Contexts
Edited by Wilfrid Prest (Emeritus, U. of Adelaide) 

This collection explores the remarkable impact and continuing

influence of William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of
England, from the work's original publication in the 1760s

down to the present. Contributions by legal and literary schol-

ars, as well as by cultural and intellectual historians, trace the

manner in which this truly seminal text has es-

tablished its authority well beyond the author's

native shores or his own limited lifespan.

BLACKSTONE AND HIS COMMENTARIES
Biography, Law, History
Edited by Wilfrid Prest (Emeritus, U. of Adelaide, Australia)

One of the most celebrated works in the Anglo-American legal

tradition, William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of
England (1765-1769) has recently begun to attract renewed in-

terest from legal and other scholars. The life and character of

Blackstone himself, the nature and sources of his jurisprudence

as expounded in the Commentaries, and the impact of his great

book both within and beyond England, are the main themes of this collection. This

title, now available in paper-

back, is appropriate for col-

lege courses.  THE TRIUMPH, TRAGEDY AND LOST
LEGACY OF JAMES M LANDIS

A Life on Fire
By Justin O'Brien (U. of New South Wales)

James M Landis is known for his seminal contribution

to the creation of the modern system of market regula-

tion in America. As a highly influential participant in

the politics of the New Deal, he drafted the statute

which was to become the foundation for securities 

regulation in the US, and by extension the founding

principle of financial market regulation across the

world. This revealing book explains for the first time

how and why, shortly before his early death, Landis

abandoned his theory of market regulation in favor of

a model which finds loud echoes in the aftermath of

the world's recent financial crises. 

202pp | forthcoming Feb. 2015 | Disc. Price $56.00
978 1 84946 617 2 | h/b | $70.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

FORMS LIBERATE
Reclaiming the Jurisprudence of Lon L Fuller
By Kristen Rundle (London School of Economics)

Lon L. Fuller's account of what he termed 'the internal

morality of law' is widely accepted as the classic 20th-cen-

tury statement of the principles of the rule of law. What is

much less accepted is his claim that a necessary connection

between law and morality manifests in these principles. As a

result, Fuller's jurisprudence continues to occupy a marginal

place in a field dominated by Hart's legal positivism and

Dworkin's interpretive theory of adjudication. Forms Liber-
ate offers a close textual analysis of Fuller's published writ-

ings to

dispute this

prevailing

assessment.
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276pp | p/b 2014 | h/b 2009 
978 1 84946 642 4 | p/b | $40.00 | Disc. Price $32.00
978 1 84113 796 4 | h/b | $120.00 | Disc. Price $96.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

222pp | p/b 2013 | h/b 2012 
978 1 84946 496 3 | p/b | $45.00 | Disc. Price $36.00
978 1 84946 104 7 | h/b | $90.00 | Disc. Price $72.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

260pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $80.00
978 1 84946 538 0 | h/b | $100.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford
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SEX, CRIME AND LITERATURE IN 
VICTORIAN ENGLAND
By Ian Ward (Newcastle U.)

The Victorians worried about many things, prominent among

their worries being the 'condition' of England and the 'question'

of its women. Alongside statutes such as the 1857 Matrimonial

Causes Act and the 1864 Contagious Diseases Act, the book con-

templates those texts which shaped Victorian attitudes towards

England's 'condition' and the 'question' of its women — the nov-

els of Dickens, Thackeray, and Eliot; the works of sensationalists, such as Ellen Wood

and Mary Braddon; and the poetry of Gabriel and Christina Rossetti. Sex, Crime and
Literature in Victorian England is a richly contextual commentary on a critical period

in the evolution of modern legal and cultural atti-

tudes to the relation of crime, sexuality, and the

family. 

THE POLITICS OF PARLIAMENTARY 
PROCEDURE
The Formation of the Westminster Procedure as a
Parliamentary Ideal Type
By Kari Palonen (U. of Jyväskylä, Finland)

The British House of Commons provides the closest histori-

cal approximation for the parliamentary ideal type of poli-

tics. This book deals with the formation and conceptual

change in the Westminster procedure, based on the way

they are interpreted in the tracts on procedure. The tracts il-

lustrate the changing parliamentary self-understanding from

the 1570s to the present, along with the growing political

role of procedural

disputes.
274pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $68.80
978 3 8474 0610 5 | h/b | $85.95
Barbara Budrich Publishers

A GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
TRIBUNALS AND THEIR BASIC 
DOCUMENTS 
By Kristina Janjac 

This book gives a systematic overview of the historical develop-

ment of international criminal courts and tribunals, from the early

attempts at Nuremberg in 1945 all the way to the Special Tribunal

for Lebanon, established in 2009, together with their basic docu-

ments. A brief introduction on each of the tribunals gives a histor-

ical background leading to the courts' establishment, an explanation of the basic

operational principles of the tribunals, and an examination of their structure. It of-

fers practical information on each of these in-

ternational criminal tribunals, along with their

statutes.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS 1911-2011
A Century of Non-Reform

By Chris Ballinger (Exeter Coll., Oxford)

This book, now available in paperback, analyzes in de-

tail the principal attempts to reform the House of

Lords. Starting with the Parliament Act of 1911, the

book examines the century of non-reform that fol-

lowed, drawing upon substantial archival sources.

These sources challenge many of the existing under-

standings of the history of House of Lords reform and

the reasons for success or failure of reform attempts. 

CONSTITUTIONALISING EUROPE
Dutch Reactions to an Incoming Tide 

(1948-2005)
By Jieskje Hollander

Widely renowned as one of the Founding Fathers of the

European Coal and Steel Community and as one of the

most loyal participants of European integration in gen-

eral, the Netherlands surprised friend and foe when, on

June 1, 2005, its people rejected the European Consti-

tution with a great majority. This doctoral thesis shows

that the origin of the gap between the Dutch political

elite and society at large was already latently present

within the identity of the Dutch polity for a long time.

It is shown that the more the Netherlands stressed its

identity as an open nation, the more it got estranged

from its own political and constitutional identity. 

360pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $57.60
978 90 8952 139 2 | p/b | $72.00
Europa Law Publishing

CONSTITUTIONAL/CRIMINAL

FASCISM AND CRIMINAL LAW
History, Theory, Continuity
By Stephen Skinner (U. of Exeter)

Brutal, repressive and in some cases totalitarian, the fascist and authoritarian regimes

of the early twentieth century sought to create revolutionary new orders that crushed

their opponents. A central component of such regimes' exertion of control was crimi-

nal law, a focal point and key instrument of State punitive and repressive power. This

collection brings together a range of original essays by international experts in the

field to explore questions of criminal law under Italian Fascism and other similar

regimes, including Franco's

Spain and inter-war Romania and

Japan.

235pp | forthcoming January 2015 | Disc. Price $80.00
978 1 84946 552 6 | h/b | $100.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

160pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $48.00
978 1 84946 294 5 | h/b | $60.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford
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264pp | p/b 2014 | h/b 2012 
978 184946 660 8 | p/b | $40.00 | Disc. Price $32.00
978 184946 289 1 | h/b | $66.00 | Disc. Price $52.80
Hart Publishing, Oxford

318pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $32.00
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Wolf Legal Publishers
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MERCENARIES AND LAW
Edited by M.P.W. Brouwers

Mercenary activities have been an historically constant

phenomenon — a phenomenon which descends from

ancient Egypt and the Roman Empire. Some people

refer to mercenaries as 'hired killers,' while others say

that they are the 'dogs of war' or heartless 'soldiers of

fortune.' This book offers an insight on the issue of

mercenaries and includes the relevant international

legal instruments that have been drafted on this topic.

INTERNATIONAL LAW

THE EVOLUTION OF LAW AND THE STATE IN EUROPE
Seven Lessons
By Spyridon Flogaitis (U. of Athens)

The Evolution of Law and the State in Europe offers a fresh reading of history and in-

stitutions, particularly as they have developed in continental Europe and European

political and legal science. The author suggests that only by knowing the history of

the state, and state administration since the twelfth century, can we begin to compre-

hend the continuing importance of the state and public powers in modern Europe. He

argues that we now live in an era of globalization where the balance is shifting away

from the struggle to build states based on democratic values, towards fundamental

values existing above and beyond the borders of na-

tions and states.

292pp | 2nd ed. 2013 | Disc. Price $64.00  
978 90 5850 658 0 | p/b | $80.00
Wolf Legal Publishers

THE CAUSES OF WAR
Volume 1: 3000 BCE to 1000 CE
By Alexander Gillespie 
(U. of Waikato)

This is the first volume of a projected three volume series chart-

ing the causes of war from 3000 BCE to the present day. Using

as its principal materials the documentary history of interna-

tional law, these volumes explain what the treaties can tell us

about the causes of war. In departing from the various theories

put forward by historians, anthropologists, and psychologists, for instance, that war-

fare stems from disputes over private property, or that warfare is inherent in human

behavior, author Alexander Gillespie offers a different taxonomy of the causes of

war, which, he explains can be grouped under

the headings of politics, religion, migration,

and empire-building.  

284pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $68.00
978 1 84946 500 7 | h/b | $85.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

LAWYERS, THE LAW AND HISTORY
Irish Legal History Society Discourses and 
Other Papers, 2005-2011
Edited by Felix M. Larkin (National Library of Ireland Society)
and Norma M. Dawson (Queen's U., Belfast) 

The fourteen essays in this book cover a wide range of topics

within the field of Irish legal history. The essays are grouped the-

matically into two sections. The first, ‘Lawyers in history’, is

made up of essays that are largely biographical. The second sec-

tion, ‘The law and history’, comprises essays that deepen our un-

derstanding of Ireland’s legal past.
344pp | 2013 |color illus | Disc. Price $59.60
978 1 84682 244 5 | h/b | $74.50
Four Courts Press

THE PERMANENT COURT OF 
INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
Its History and Landmark Cases

Edited by W. van der Wolf and D. de Ruiter

The establishment of the Permanent Court of Interna-

tional Justice (PCIJ) — the predecessor of the Interna-

tional Court of Justice — was provided for in the

Covenant of the League of Nations. It held its inaugu-

ral sitting in 1922 and was dissolved in 1946. The

work of the PCIJ, the first permanent international tri-

bunal with general jurisdiction, made possible the clar-

ification of a number of aspects of international law.

Between 1922 and 1940, the PCIJ dealt with 29 con-

tentious cases between States and delivered 27 advi-

sory opinions. This book presents a brief historical

overview of the work of the Court, including all land-

mark cases of this important predecessor of the Inter-

national Court of Justice.
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316pp | 2011 
978 90 5887 162 6 | p/b | $80.00 | Disc. Price $64.00
978 90 5887 161 9 | h/b | $110.00 | Disc. Price $88.00
International Courts Association

THE UNITED STATES AND 
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNALS
An Introduction
By Harry M. Rhea (Florida International U.)

“Meticulously documented with a focus on primary sources,
Dr. Rhea's book vividly demonstrates that US policy toward
international criminal tribunals has been over 150 years in
the making. Its unique historic treatment renders this book

essential reading for policy-makers, practitioners, and aca-
demic researchers working in the area of international crim-
inal justice.” 

~ Michael P. Scharf, As-

sociate Dean for Global

Legal Studies, Case

Western Reserve U.

School of Law

234pp | 2012 | Disc. Price $54.00
978 9 05095 954 4 | p/b | $97.00
Intersentia

123pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $48.00
978 1 84946 644 8 | h/b | $60.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford
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TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE AND MEMORY 
IN EUROPE (1945-2013)
Edited by Nico Wouters 

Efficient transitional justice policy evaluation requires, inter
alia, an historical dimension. Whichever policy has or has not

worked in the past is an obvious key question. Nevertheless, his-

tory as a profession remains somewhat absent in the multi-disci-

plinary field of transitional justice. This book investigates the

framework of this unease. At the core are nine national European

case studies (post 1945, the 1970s dictatorships,

post 1989) which implement the true scholarly ad-

vantage of historical research for the field of tran-

sitional justice.

ABORIGINAL CUSTOMARY LAW
A Source of Common Law Title to Land
By Ulla Secher (U. of New South Wales) 

Aboriginal Customary Law develops an alternative ap-

proach to conventional Aboriginal title doctrine. It explains

that Aboriginal customary law can be a source of common

law title to land in former British colonies, whether they

were acquired by settlement or by conquest or cession from

another colonizing power. The doctrine of Common Law

Aboriginal Customary Title provides a coherent approach to

the source, content, proof, and protection of Aboriginal land

rights, which overcomes problems arising from the law as

currently understood and leads to more just results. 

534pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $144.00
978 1 84946 553 3 | h/b | $180.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

MEMORIALS IN TIMES OF TRANSITION
Edited by Susanne Buckley-Zistel (U. of Marburg) and 
Stefanie Schäfer (Free U., Berlin)

Over the past decades, the practice of and research on transitional

justice have expanded to preserving memory in the form of me-

morials. The goal of this book is to situate the analysis of transi-

tional justice within memory studies' broader critical

understanding of the socio-political, aesthetic, and ethical con-

cerns underlying these memorial projects. It combines the two by

providing a transnational selection of single case-studies that emphasize the global

dimension of memory culture while couch-

ing it within current debates in the field of

transitional justice.

HUMAN DIGNITY AND THE LAW 
IN POST-WAR EUROPE

Roots and Reality of an Ambiguous Concept
By Christiaan W.J.M. Alting von Geusau 

This book offers a critical analysis of the legal norm of

human dignity as recently codified in the Charter of

Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU Char-

ter, 2009), and it shows why a principled understand-

ing of the notion of human dignity concerns every

citizen. Through assessing both the philosophical and

historical roots of the legal concept of human dignity,

as well as the current application by the courts, the

book contributes to a better understanding of this

much used, but little understood, legal principle.

270pp | 2013 | Disc.Price $32.00
978 90 5850 958 1 | p/b | $40.00
Wolf Legal Publishers

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ORIGINS
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 

EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN
RIGHTS

By Diana Babuskova

Based in Strasbourg, France, the European Court of

Human Rights is a supra-national or international court

established by the European Convention on Human

Rights. It hears applications alleging that a contracting

state has breached one or more of the human rights

provisions concerning civil and political rights set out

in the Convention and its protocols. In this book, a

brief history of the origins and development of the

Court is presented. The book includes the recently

(May 2013) updated Rules of Court and the appendix

contains the most basic documents of the Court.

146pp | 2013 | Disc. Price $48.00
978 90 5887 070 4 | p/b | $60.00
International Courts Association

HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

LAW, NATION-BUILDING & 
TRANSFORMATION
The South African Experience in Perspective
Edited by Catherine Jenkins and Max du Plessis 

In this book, 15 contributors from the disciplines of law, poli-

tics, and sociology reflect on South Africa's transition to

democracy and the challenges of transformation and nation-

building that have confronted the country since the first demo-

cratic elections of 1994. The range of topics is expansive, in

keeping with a broader-than-usual definition of transitional justice which, it is argued,

is more appropriate for States faced with the mammoth tasks of reform and institution-

building in a context in which democracy has never

been firmly rooted and the existence of widespread

poverty gives rise to the dual demands for both

bread and freedom. 

350pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $84.00
978 1 78068 184 9 | h/b | $105.00
Intersentia

428pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $84.00
978 1 78068 214 3 | h/b | $105.00
Intersentia

258pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $77.60
978 1 78068 211 2 | h/b | $97.00
Intersentia
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ART TREASURES AND WAR
A Study of the Restitution of Looted Cultural

Property, Pursuant to Public International Law
By Wojciech W. Kolwalski 

The first objective of this timely reprint is to define the

meaning of the term 'restitution' in international law.

The book then considers the development of rules of

international law relating to the return of cultural

goods, alongside a study of the development of the

practice of restitution. The book concludes with a

summary of the historical evolution of the legal model

of restitution. 

CULTURAL HERITAGE

190pp | 1998, reprinted 2014 | Disc. Price $64.00
978 0 953169 61 0 | p/b | $80.00
Institute of Art and Law

SHIPWRECKED HERITAGE
A Commentary on the UNESCO Convention 
on Underwater Cultural Heritage 
By Patrick J. O'Keefe

Shipwrecks are a significant source of history derived from ar-

chaeological examination. They are also a source of wonder and

enjoyment. If they are destroyed by the haphazard ripping of

objects from the site, the information and enjoyment are de-

stroyed forever. This second edition examines the origins of the

UNESCO Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage. It exam-

ines the politics behind its preparation

and provides an interpretation of its pro-

visions.
210pp | 2nd ed. | 2014 | Disc. Price $ 60.00
978 1 903987 33 9 | p/b | $75.00
Institute of Art and Law

RETURNED FROM RUSSIA
Nazi Archival Plunder in Western Europe and Recent
Restitution Issues - with Afterword 2013 
Edited by Patricia Kennedy Grimsted (Harvard U.), 
F.J. Hoogewoud and Eric Ketelaar

During World War II, German agencies plundered the European

archival heritage. At the war's end, the Red Army and Soviet tro-

phy scouts found many major Nazi hideouts. Archives from all

over Europe were seized a second time and rushed to Moscow

where they remained sequestered for almost half a century. In the first half of this

book, American historian and archival specialist Patricia Kennedy Grimsted reveals

the dramatic fate of those records in Nazi and Soviet hands and the post-1991 battle

within Russia over their restitution. The second half of this volume brings together

reports from each pillaged country.

The second edition also contains a

substantial updated Afterword.

422pp | 2nd ed. | 2013 | Disc. Price $ 48.00
978 1 903987 28 5 | p/b | $60.00
Institute of Art and Law

WAR AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
An Analysis of the 1954 Convention for the
Protection of Cultural Property in the Event 

of Armed Conflict and its Two Protocols 
By Kevin Chamberlain

Relevant to the protection of cultural property, War
and Cultural Heritage contains an article-by-article

commentary on the 1954 Hague Convention and ana-

lyzes other instruments of international humanitarian

law. This includes the 1949 Geneva Convention,

which had a profound influence on the drafting of the

1954 Convention and the Second Protocol respec-

tively. The book also examines the extent to which the

provisions of the 1954 Convention and its Protocols

are part of customary international humanitarian law.

This second edition takes into account the latest 

developments

258pp | 2nd ed. | 2013 | Disc. Price $68.00
978 1 903987 31 5 | p/b | $85.00
Institute of Art and Law
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MAGNA CARTA UNCOVERED
By Anthony Arlidge and Igor Judge 

The authors of Magna Carta Uncovered bring

their interpretative skills to uncover the original

meaning of the liberties enshrined in the Magna

Carta, and they trace the development of liberties

in later centuries, up to the drafting of the Consti-

tution of the United States. Celebrating the 800th

anniversary of the grant at Runnymede, this book

tells the history

of the Magna Carta in a concise and

readable fashion.  

204pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $40.00 
978 1 84946 556 4 | h/b | $50.00
Hart Publishing, Oxford

TRADITION, CODIFICATION 
AND UNIFICATION
Comparative-Historical Essays 
on Developments in Civil Law
Edited by Jan Lokin, Michaël Milo 
and Jan Smits

This book explores the law in its everlasting ten-

sion between tradition and change. Historic and

comparative analyses from European, Latin

American, and South African jurisdictions provide perspectives on the

role of substance, methodology, in-

stitutions, as well as individuals in

developments of Civil law towards

the future.

266pp | 2014 | Disc. Price $76.00
978 1 78068 223 5 | p/b | $95.00
Intersentia

THE BUILDING OF PEACE
A Hundred Years of Work on Peace Through Law:
The Peace Palace 1913 - 2013
By Johan Joor and Heikelina Verrijn Stuart
Photography by Inge van Mill and Christian Kryl

The Building of Peace celebrates the centenary of the Peace

Palace in The Hague. Officially opened in August 1913, The

Peace Palace was originally built to provide a symbolic home

for the Permanent Court of Arbitration which was created by

treaty at the 1899 Hague Peace Conference. Richly illus-

trated, The Building of Peace presents the Peace Palace as a

microcosm with a global perspective, where work is done

with great dedication and commitment to promote and main-

tain peace in the world by way of the dispassionate means of

law.

316pp | 2013 | color illus | Disc. Price $54.00
978 94 6236 086 0 | h/b | $67.50
Eleven International Publishing
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